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ABSTRACT 

The agricultural sector, with its market-driven crop economics and evolving strategies toward 

resource and pest management, has entered the age of “precision” or “digital” farming. The 

ongoing efforts to commercialize guayule (Parthenium argentatum Gray) as an alternative 

source of natural rubber requires creative solutions to estimating crop productivity if the 

adoption of guayule rubber should expand and do so sustainably. Satellite remote sensing 

products such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) are often linked to plant 

phenology and common measures of plant development such as crop biomass (i.e., fresh or dry 

weight) or volume for large regions at coarse spatial resolutions (pixels that are tens-of-meters to 

kilometers in size). Similarly, commercially-available multispectral sensors mounted to 

unmanned aircraft systems (UAS; i.e., drones) now offer spatial resolutions well below one 

meter, effectively allowing for individual plant or leaf-level observations. Structure-from-Motion 

(SfM) photogrammetry, which re-creates 3-dimensional (3-D) scenes from dense collections of 

true-color images, is also being linked to biomass and volume measures via crop surface models 

which incorporate canopy height (CH) information. Until recently, these data were largely 

viewed independently. We assessed the performance of regression models integrating both 

NDVI and CH information for estimating measures of crop productivity, including fresh weight 

(FW), dry weight (DW), fresh volume (FV), fresh-weight-density (FWD; the fresh weight of 

plant material adjusted by its freshly harvested volume), and dry-weight-density (DWD; the dry 

weight of plant material adjusted by its freshly harvested volume). Model parameters included 

mean pixel NDVI, SfM-derived mean canopy height (CH), a term representing the interaction 

between NDVI and CH, and categorical variables representing the variability of resource 

allocation within the vertical profile (i.e., at multiple levels, or tiers) in guayule. The FWD model 
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incorporating NDVI, CH, NDVI:CH interaction, and tier parameters reported a mean absolute 

percentage error (MAPE) between 9 and 13% when comparing field measurements and model 

predictions, the best-performer of all response variables considered. The full FWD model 

incorporating all independent variable terms was reduced to a model inclusive of only NDVI and 

tier parameters for comparison against model predictions based on Sentinel-2 satellite data, 

which lack canopy height information. MAPE between FWD model predictions based on UAS 

and satellite imagery were below 3% across all UAS surveys and corresponding satellite scenes 

evaluated, suggesting model predictions scaled to medium spatial resolution data sources are 

achievable and reliable.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Remote sensing has a long and storied history with satellites as an efficient means of facilitating 

global earth observation and modeling. Recent advances in optical sensors and unmanned 

aircraft systems (UAS; i.e., drones) led to the commercialization of this technology, effectively 

placing remote sensing potential in the hands of the modern consumer. One potential application 

for these platforms is the field of precision agriculture, which relies on multi-source data of high 

spatial and temporal resolution to inform management decisions and optimize resource use. 

Guayule (Parthenium argentatum Gray), a domesticated arid-adapted shrub endemic to the 

United States and northern Mexico, is currently being investigated as an alternative to traditional 

sources of natural rubber. Ongoing research of guayule as a commercial source of rubber could 

benefit from precision remote sensing with the potential to improve crop productivity estimates, 
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reduce field labor and associated costs, and support genetic trait selection efforts. 

Characterizations of genetic potential and required resource inputs for guayule are ongoing; 

however, no studies have looked at integrating remote sensing techniques at fine scales to 

evaluate crop performance in guayule. 

1.2 Developments in Remote Sensing 

Terrestrial passive remote sensing is the practice of collecting and interpreting spectral 

information reflected or emitted from earth’s surface to better understand complex 

biogeochemical or energetic processes (Figure 1). Mainstream global earth observation using 

civilian satellite platforms began with the launch of Landsat 1 in 1972. The average number of 

civilian satellites launched with global coverage has grown from 2 yr-1 between 1970 and 1980 to 

12 yr-1 between  2010 and 2013 (Belward and Skøien, 2015).  

 

Figure 1. Overview of the predominant radiative processes which govern earth’s energy budget. The field of passive 

remote sensing relies heavily on accurate estimates of the surface reflectance component. 
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Each successive launch tends to incorporate the latest advances in satellite technology, with 

higher spatial resolutions (i.e., sub-meter), expanded spectral range and resolution, and optimized 

temporal resolutions (Li et al., 2012). Despite the rapid and ongoing improvements in satellite 

systems, a growing body of data users are turning to alternative platforms to meet evolving data 

needs. Today, the toolbox of remote sensing platforms includes both manned aircraft and 

unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) with an assortment of commercially-available sensors capable 

of generating both structural and spectral information. Some datatypes commonly collected from 

low-altitude aircraft systems include multispectral (i.e., optical imagery inclusive of visible and 

invisible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum; Fawcett et al., 2020) and hyperspectral (i.e., 

high-volume, narrow waveband multispectral; Adão et al., 2017) information, surface models 

derived from light detection and ranging (LiDAR) units (Kellner et al., 2019; Lefsky et al., 

2002), and surface models derived from high-resolution red-green-blue (RGB) imagery using 

Structure-from-Motion (SfM), a photogrammetric technique (Jiang et al., 2020). This research 

focuses on the use of multispectral and RGB photogrammetric data from affordable and widely 

available sensors.  

1.3 Multispectral Land Observation at Fine Scales 

Multispectral imagery (i.e., optical imagery inclusive of visible and invisible regions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum) has the unique ability to support earth observation where assessments 

of true color composites or visible, monochromatic single-band images may fail. Through the 

study of spectral response curves (Figure 2), spectral signatures of distinct environmental 

features demonstrate healthy green vegetation tends to absorb radiation strongly at red 
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wavelengths in the visible portion of the spectrum while reflecting radiation strongly in the near-

infrared (NIR) region (Jordan, 1969).  

 

 

Figure 2. Spectral response curves for Sentinel-2 pixels of guayule, cloud, bare soil, and a surface shaded by cloud 

cover. The spectral signature for guayule illustrates the stark differences between radiation reflected in the red 

waveband (Band 4 – 665 nm) and NIR waveband (Band 8 – 842 nm). This phenomenon forms the basis for the 

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and other common vegetation indices (VIs).  

 

The unique reflectance properties of vegetation across visible and NIR wavelengths of light led 

to the development of the Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI) – a simple ratio of the reflectance 

between the red and NIR bands (Jordan, 1969; Figure 3). A vegetation index (VI) refers to an 

algorithm that quantifies development or stress in vegetation, often doing so with improved 

outcomes over single-band indicators of plant health (Bannari et al., 1995). Since the advent of 

the RVI, many VIs have been developed and refined to resolve issues with sensitivity, saturation, 

and other context-specific remote sensing problems (Huang et al., 2020). The most common of 

these indices is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which leverages 

differences in reflectance between the red and NIR bands to derive a ratio that ranges from -1 to 

1, where 1 represents maximum vegetative density and -1 corresponds to materials that strongly 
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absorb NIR energy (e.g., water; Figure 3). NDVI has been linked to estimates of biomass and 

both canopy architecture and photosynthesis, making it a promising candidate for integration 

with structural data (Xue and Su, 2017).  

 

Figure 3. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI) algorithms, which 

relate reflectances between red and NIR portions of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. Images of a single guayule 

plant viewed as a true-color red-green-blue composite image (a), a monochromatic red band image (b), and a 

monochromatic NIR band image (c). Spectral reflectances for healthy vegetation vary greatly between red and NIR 

regions of the EM spectrum, observed here in differing image brightness. 

1.4 Structure-from-Motion 

SfM dates back to the late 1980s when algorithms for automatic feature-matching were first 

developed (Harris and Stephens, 1988). The technique is largely based on traditional 

stereoscopic photogrammetry principles with the exception of no longer requiring validation 

points with specified 3-dimensional (3-D) positions, but relying instead on metadata embedded 

in the images for geometric reconstruction (Westoby et al., 2012). The user need only collect a 

series of proximal 2-dimensional (2-D) images with a high percentage of overlap between 

adjacent photographs to generate 3-D models. The process works by identifying common points 

a b c
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between the images and assigning the points 3-D Cartesian coordinates based on spatial metadata 

(i.e., image geotags) and image projection information. The 3-D environment of points, referred 

to as a point cloud, is meshed to create a closed 3-D surface commonly known as a digital 

elevation model (DEM). This process works well with data collected from UASs since many 

consumer-grade units already make use of Global Positioning System (GPS) data to automate 

aerial navigation. Much of the existing research using SfM to monitor vegetation has taken place 

in forests and other tree-dominated landscapes (Bedell et al., 2017; Dandois and Ellis, 2010; Ota 

et al., 2015). Only recently have applications of SfM started to include ecosystems dominated by 

shorter, arid-land shrubs (Cunliffe et al., 2016) or agricultural crops (Brocks and Bareth, 2014), 

which are of particular relevance to the research presented.  

 

Figure 4. One of several possible approaches (i.e., images collected at the dash marks) to meeting the required high 

degree of image overlap for successful SfM scene reconstruction. The center represents a hypothetical dense point 

cloud generated from a collection of images for a single guayule plant. 
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1.5 Guayule 

Due to its short stature and potential for crop production at commercial scales, guayule is a 

practical candidate for assessing SfM performance in both scrub-dominated and agricultural 

systems. The traditional source of natural rubber, Pará rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis), 

comprises between 80 and 99 percent of the world’s supply of natural rubber, 75 percent of 

which comes from Southeast Asia (Ilut et al., 2017; van Beilen and Poirier, 2007). The 

Pará rubber tree requires a tropical climate, is highly susceptible to disease, requires 5 to 7 years 

of establishment prior to reaching bioproduct harvesting maturity, and its latex—a major 

commercial bioproduct—is a common allergen (van Beilen and Poirier, 2007). By contrast, 

guayule has low water requirements, can be harvested after two years, and its latex is 

hypoallergenic (Foster and Coffelt, 2005; van Beilen and Poirier, 2007). Government and 

industry support for guayule began in the early 1900s and experienced major swings of 

investment and divestment in response to war and volatile rubber economics (Coffelt et al., 

2015). Following renewed support by the federal government in the 1990s, Bridgestone 

completed the construction of its Agro Operations Guayule Research Farm in Eloy, Arizona 

(USA) in 2013. The 300-acre site is the focus of ongoing genetic and precision management 

studies and includes an approximately 3.5-acre ridge-and-furrow region of interest (ROI) of 

mature guayule crops, which is the focus of this research. 
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Figure 5. Overview of the region of interest (ROI) for the research presented (right panel). The site is located at the Bridgestone 

Agro Operations Guayule Research Farm in Eloy, Arizona.  

2. RESEARCH OVERVIEW 

2.1 Research Objectives 

Recent advances in UAS accessibility and optical sensor technology warrant a closer look at best 

practices for interpreting data generated and producing quality models which provide enriched 

insight over coarse resolution satellite imagery. Prior research has demonstrated the potential for 

linking VIs or SfM surface models to field surveys of plant productivity (e.g., biomass or 

volume), stress, and other development indicators. However, very few attempts to integrate these 

distinct datatypes for improving model performance exist. If improved estimates of guayule 

resource allocation are to be achieved through data fusion, the data collection and processing 

workflow must characterize and attempt to reduce geospatial error. Irrespective of these 

outcomes, models of guayule production are of limited benefit if the findings lack the potential 
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for scaling to larger management regions due to the limited spatial coverage afforded by current 

UAS technology. Considering the challenges presented, the specific aims of this work are: 

1. Quantify the geospatial error propagated in SfM-derived DEMs and VI orthomosaics 

in both radial and vertical directions to assess the fitness-for-use in guayule productivity 

models. 

2. Compare models of resource distribution (i.e., fresh and dry weights, volume, material 

density) along the vertical profile in guayule to determine the impact of integrating 

structural and spectral information against models based on structural or spectral 

information alone. 

3. Test the performance of the best-fit, VI-based model using medium resolution satellite 

imagery as an alternative data source for scaling predictions to larger regions. 

2.2 Hypotheses 

Previous research has demonstrated the close association between rubber content and both 

biomass (i.e., fresh and dry weight) and morphological measures in guayule (Dierig et al., 1989). 

Likewise, many studies have shown a strong correlation between field-based crop measures (e.g., 

biomass, volume, leaf area index, etc.) and metrics of the same derived from both VIs and 

remotely sensed structural data (Xue and Su, 2017; Ota et al., 2015). Strong correlations between 

UAS and satellite VIs have also been noted (Franzini et al., 2019). Based on these observations, 

the hypotheses of this research are as follows: 

1. Remotely sensed models of guayule resource allocation can predict one or more 

proxies of rubber production (i.e., biomass, volume, or density) with acceptable error.  
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2. In the absence of available structural data at coarse remote sensing spatial resolutions, 

scaling one or more models based on UAS-derived NDVI and tier information alone to 

medium resolution satellite imagery will not exhibit substantial degradation in model 

performance. 

2.3 Summary 

The research objectives were achieved through a series of UAS data collection campaigns 

between August 2019 and February 2020, a destructive harvest on December 23, 2019, and field 

measurements of fresh weight, dry weight, volume, and density (i.e., material fresh or dry weight 

per unit volume). Nine one-square-meter samples harvested in December were bound and 

quartered (based on mean CH) along their vertical profile—producing four subsamples per 

sample—prior to field measurement data collection. Predictions of the aforementioned 

subsample measurements were generated through multiple linear regression. The arithmetic 

means for SfM-derived CH pixels and NDVI pixels occurring within sampling site boundaries 

(identified in pre-harvest DEM and NDVI maps dated December 19, 2019) were extracted from 

UAS-derived orthomosaics. Mean pixel CH, mean pixel NDVI, a term representing their 

interaction, and vertical segment location (i.e., Tier 1 through Tier 4; e.g., Tier 1 = Top 25% of 

full sample) as categorical variables comprised the model parameters. Within a candidate set of 

models based on the same response variable (e.g., fresh weight) but incorporating different 

combinations of independent variables, the best-fit model was selected based on the protocol 

outlined in Zuur et al. (2009) for data exhibiting heteroscedasticity, which was observed for all 

productivity metrics. To compare best-performing models based on different response variables 

against each other, error terms such as root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute 
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percentage error (MAPE) between field measurements and model predictions were evaluated. Of 

the candidate models considered, the top-performing model inclusive of both NDVI and CH 

terms was reduced to an NDVI-only model for assessing scalability to satellite imagery. The 

reduced model was provided mean satellite-borne NDVI for a larger area within the ROI and 

compared against both UAS imagery and UAS imagery masked to remove soil pixels.  

2.4 Conclusion 

By comparing the MAPE across models aimed at predicting the various response variables (i.e., 

weights, volume, densities), the results indicated a best-fit model which predicted fresh-weight-

density (FWD)—fresh weight per unit volume (grams/cm3). This was supported by evaluating 

the MAPE and RMSE between model predictions and field observations. After removing a Tier 

1 data point due to its questionable volumetric measurement, MAPE for UAS-derived FWD 

predictions dropped from 13 to 9%. Regression models predicting alternative response variables 

either did not benefit from the inclusion of an NDVI term (i.e., in the case of FW, DW, and FV 

models) or any terms beyond the tier-specific categorical variables (i.e., in the case of the DWD 

model). 

 

Model performance was also assessed using Sentinel-2 satellite data with a reduced FWD model 

based on NDVI and tier parameters only. In the absence of long-term or large-area volumetric 

data, predictions using Sentinel-2 were evaluated against UAS NDVI masked to remove pixels 

below 0.15 to simulate the removal of soil influence on mean pixel NDVI. MAPE between the 

masked and unmasked UAS model predictions reported well below 1% across all tiers and 

measurement dates. MAPE reported between Sentinel-2 and UAS model predictions ranged from 
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2% to 3% depending on the inclusion or exclusion of soil pixels from UAS data. The findings 

suggest the reduced FWD model is suitable for scaling to medium spatial resolution data 

irrespective of dynamic soil influence across time or platform-specific sensor performance, under 

the conditions evaluated.  

2.5 Recommendations for Future Work   

Future efforts to improve the performance of this model should include a reconsideration of the 

VI selected and a thorough characterization of multispectral sensor performance. Performance of 

the RGB sensor used to collect SfM data should also be explored further as a source of error in 

CH estimation. Regarding both RGB and multispectral data, a standardized procedure for 

filtering out images or data points of low quality should be developed. 

 

Additional research in this area would benefit from a calibration equation relating allometric 

estimates for volume against the high-resolution volumetric measurements collected in this 

study. Such a relationship would expedite the field data collection workflow, allow for a higher 

sample count, and support the generation of a vastly expanded spatiotemporal dataset not 

achievable under the current workflow. 
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Abstract 

Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) are becoming increasingly popular for the collection of 

accurate, high-resolution, and customizable remote sensing data. UAS (i.e., drone) imagery 

collected within and beyond the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum assist agricultural 

managers in the detection of crop stress, nutritional imbalances, productivity measures, and other 
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characteristics. Data products like Structure-from-Motion (SfM; a photogrammetric technique 

for reconstructing 3-dimensional scenes from a collection of 2-dimensional images) surface 

models and vegetation index (VI; an algorithm based on the spectral reflectance properties of 

vegetation which is used to understand plant health or development status) maps provide a low-

cost, non-destructive way to monitor crops. Guayule (Parthenium argentatum Gray) is a 

perennial desert shrub currently under investigation as a viable commercial alternative to the 

Pará rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis), the traditional source of natural rubber. Previous studies on 

guayule have shown a close association between morphological traits or biomass and rubber 

content. We collected UAS multispectral and SfM data to determine if incorporating both high-

resolution VI and canopy height (CH) information could support model predictions of resource 

allocation in guayule at four elevations (i.e., tiers) along the crop’s vertical profile. Multiple 

linear regression models estimating fresh weight (FW), dry weight (DW), fresh volume (FV), 

fresh-weight-density (FWD), and dry-weight-density (DWD) were developed and their 

performance compared. Of the resource allocation (i.e., crop productivity) models considered, a 

model predicting FWD (i.e., the fresh weight of plant material adjusted by its freshly harvested 

volume) and incorporating VI, CH, VI:CH interaction, and tier parameters reported the lowest 

mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) between field measurements and predictions, ranging 

from 9 to 13%. A reduced FWD model incorporating only VI and tier parameters was developed 

to explore the scalability of model predictions to medium spatial resolutions with Sentinel-2 

satellite data. Across all UAS survey and corresponding satellite imagery compared, MAPE 

between FWD model predictions for UAS and satellite were below 3% irrespective of soil pixel 

influence or broader incongruities between UAS and satellite sensor performance.  
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1. Introduction  

Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS; i.e., drones) experienced considerable developments in 

technology and utilization in recent years driven by military, academic and civilian interests. 

Among the widespread and varied applications is precision monitoring and management in 

agricultural systems (Daponte et al., 2019). UASs represent a middle-ground between the 

financial and logistical demands of field data collection and the insufficient spatial or temporal 

resolution of satellite data (Spalević et al., 2018). High spatial resolutions coupled with on-

demand temporal accessibility enables researchers and managers to explore unprecedented 

perspectives on crop development and resource use.  

Of particular agronomic significance in the last century is Guayule (Parthenium argentatum 

Gray), a perennial shrub endemic to the Southwestern United States and northern Mexico. The 

plant is currently being evaluated as a sustainable, alternative source of natural rubber (Rasutis et 

al., 2015). The Pará rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis), which is both dependent on a tropical 

climate highly susceptible to disease, currently comprises at least 80% of the world’s supply of 

natural rubber (van Beilen and Poirier, 2007). Guayule, by comparison, has low water 

requirements and reaches harvest maturity after only two years (Foster and Coffelt, 2005). 

Previous research has focused on the role of genetic trait selection and environmental conditions 

(e.g., soil type and irrigation) on guayule rubber production (Estilai et al., 1992; Veatch-Blohm 

et al., 2006). Because most of the plant’s rubber content is stored in bark tissue (Estilai 1987; 

Dierig et al., 1989; Kuruvadi et al., 1997), current breeding and management efforts aim to 

maximize the bark-to-wood ratio. 
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Direct measurements of crop morphological characteristics can be difficult, but several 

techniques exist for relating complex traits to simpler, more easily measured traits (Catchpole 

and Wheeler, 1992). For example, measurements of fresh weight and dry weight (biomass) have 

long been used as simple measures of crop performance (Zhao et al., 2010). Allometric equations 

can relate traits such as CH and width or stem diameter at breast height (DBH) to coarse 

measures of biomass or volume (de Carvalho et al., 2019; Kuyah et al., 2012; Murray and 

Jacobson, 1982). Regardless of whether data are obtained destructively or allometrically, in situ 

measurements can be costly and time consuming. As a result, the agricultural industry has 

recently turned to remote sensing as a potentially more efficient alternative for monitoring crops 

(Kumar and Mutanga, 2017). 

Surface modeling techniques and technology can be used to measure plant structural features like 

crop height, volume, biomass, and lateral density (i.e., crop spacing). Structure-from-Motion 

(SfM) photogrammetry, one such approach, uses red-green-blue (RGB) imagery to reconstruct 3-

dimensional (3-D) scenes from a series of 2-dimensional (2-D) photographs (Brocks et al., 2016; 

Cunha et al., 2019; Ehlert et al., 2008; Iqbal et al., 2017; Lati et al., 2013). Light detection and 

ranging (LiDAR) technology produces similar 3-D datasets, and often with improved outcomes, 

however these sensors are in many cases prohibitively expensive (Christiansen et al., 2017; Eitel 

et al., 2014; Obanawa et al., 2020; Wallace et al., 2016). 

 

Multispectral imagery (i.e., monochromatic images captured at research-specific wavelengths 

throughout the electromagnetic spectrum), once restricted to coarse satellite or small-footprint, 

handheld applications, is witnessing renewed interest in the advent of UAS-mounted sensors 
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capable of producing high-resolution vegetation index (VI) products. The normalized difference 

vegetation index (NDVI) and other multispectral indices have also been linked to field-based 

measures of biomass, volume, phenology, leaf area index (LAI) and other indicators of crop 

stress or performance (Carlson and Ripley, 1997; Jin and Eklundh, 2014; Olson et al., 2019; 

Stavrakoudis et al., 2019). Limited research has started to look at fusing these disparate structural 

and multispectral datatypes for improved accuracy and precision in spatiotemporal models of 

crop production, but additional work is needed (Schaefer and Lamb, 2016; Tilly et al., 2015; 

Viljanen et al., 2018). 

Despite its potential to revolutionize remote sensing at local scales, UAS technology currently 

lacks the capacity for monitoring large management areas. Recent improvements in satellite 

spatial resolutions have emerged to resolve such gaps in data collection. Launched in 2015 and 

2017, the Sentinel-2 mission from the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Copernicus Programme 

uses a constellation of twin satellites (i.e., S-2A and S-2B) with the primary focus of land 

monitoring at high spatial (10-60 m) and temporal (five-day combined repeat) resolutions 

(European Space Agency, 2015). The Copernicus Programme offers Analysis Ready Data 

(ARD) as radiometrically and geometrically corrected surface reflectance imagery (Level-2A). 

Several recent studies have demonstrated the potential for Sentinel-2 data to be used in 

monitoring croplands (Gómez et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2020). The increasingly higher 

temporal and spatial resolutions of satellite sensors affords the ability to scale crop estimates 

from field and UAS surveys to satellite data at no cost to the user.  

No studies have attempted to link structural and multispectral data for estimating resource 

allocation in guayule. Field observations indicate the tendency for guayule to distribute leaves, 
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wood and bark heterogeneously throughout its architecture (e.g., leaves in a mature crop are 

localized primarily in the top half of the plant). We hypothesize that differentiating between 

elevations (i.e., vertical distribution) of resource allocation could support managers in 

characterizing bioproduct potential in individuals of differing architecture. UASs offer many 

advantages over satellite platforms, however the former are not well suited for managing large 

agricultural regions due to limited spatial coverage and short battery life. The objectives of our 

research were to 1) determine if NVDI (i.e., a measure of plant greenness) can be integrated with 

canopy height (CH) information derived from SfM models to predict the allocation of resources 

along the vertical profile in guayule and 2) evaluate the scalability of a UAS resource allocation 

model to medium resolution, landscape-scale satellite data. 

2. Methods  

The research site is located on an approximately 300-acre commercial research farm operated by 

Bridgestone in Eloy, Arizona. The region of interest (ROI) consists of a 3.5-acre area of mature 

guayule row crops. Guayule is harvested every two years for rubber production. At the time of 

this research, crops were approximately 1.5 years old with full canopy closure. The ROI is the 

site of an ongoing experiment investigating the effects of water delivery methods and application 

rates on productivity. The irrigation study examined six unique treatments, with three replicates 

for each treatment (n = 18 treatments; Figure 1). Treatments were characterized by differences in 

irrigation delivery (i.e., flood versus drip irrigation) and water application schemes ranging from 

50% to 150% of field capacity per irrigation event. 
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Figure 1. An RGB orthomosaic (December 19, 2019) of the ROI depicting variable irrigation modalities and 

application rates. Treatments A – I (Drip 50%, Drip 75%, and Drip 100%) were examined in the research presented 

here. All above-ground plant material occurring within one-square-meter samples was removed for analysis.  

 

RGB data were collected as JPEG images using a DJI Phantom 4 quadcopter. The UAS is 

equipped with a 1/2.3” CMOS 12.4 megapixel sensor, which is manipulated via a 3-axis gimbal 

(DJI, 2017). We used Pix4DCapture to pre-program the flight path, speed and altitude, overlap 

between RGB images, and sensor view angle ((Android) Pix4Dcapture - Manual and Settings, 

n.d.; Figure 2). Single-band data were collected as TIF images using a Parrot Sequoia 

multispectral sensor. The sensor was attached to the UAS using a 3D-printed immobile mount 

and directed nadir. The Sequoia incorporates four global shutter 1.2 megapixel sensors which 

capture monochrome data in the green (530-570 nm), red (640-680 nm), red edge (730-740 nm) 

and NIR (770-810 nm) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum (Parrot Drones S.A.S, 2016). 
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RGB and multispectral data were collected at 25m and 100m above ground level (AGL), 

respectively; the latter data were collected via manual piloting (i.e., without a flight planner). 

Dates of aerial and harvest data collection are presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Date and Type of Data Collection  

 
 

Aug 30 

2019 

 
Sep 23 

2019 

 
Oct 25 

2019 

 
Nov 22 

2019 

Dec 19 

2019 
Dec 23 

2019 
Jan 28 

2020 
Feb 25 

2020 
RGB  X X X   X* X X  

Multispectral X  X X X  X X 

Harvest     X    

*A second, independent RGB mission was flown on this date to serve as a reference dataset 

 

 

Altitude: 25m
Camera Angle: 15° off nadir
Speed: Fast
Overlap: 80%
Mission Type: Double Grid

Ø - - 1st overpass
Ø — 2nd overpass
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Figure 2. SfM mission settings selected in a flight planning application. Flight parameters and path were maintained 

across all RGB data collection campaigns (Table 1). The application does not provide a quantitative specification for 

flight speed as this setting is largely dependent on image overlap. 

 

Prior to field data collection, nine high-contrast ground control targets were placed at ground 

level within and surrounding the ROI for estimating radial geolocational error. Nine one-square-

meter samples of total above-ground plant material were identified from Drip-50, Drip-75, and 

Drip-100 treatments (Figure 1) for removal on December 23, 2019. Each roughly one-cubic-

meter (i.e., accounting for a one-square-meter sampling footprint and approximate crop height) 

sample was marked centrally with a flag and four high-contrast targets were placed on the top of 

the canopy directly above each corner of the square footprint boundary to allow for vertical error 

estimation. Heights AGL were measured in situ to the nearest cm at each canopy-surface target 

(n = 4 per sample) as well as the approximated center of the sample for a total of five height 

measurements per sample. Since the guayule were grown in a ridge-and-furrow layout with the 

ground level directly below each canopy-surface target falling within the furrows, the difference 

between each canopy-surface target elevation both including and excluding furrow height was 

recorded to account for true canopy elevation AGL.  

 

Plants were harvested at the soil level and promptly bound to preserve the relative height of each 

plant within the sample according to the alignment of the cuts (Figure 3a). Each bound sample 

was quartered vertically along the main stem based on the arithmetic average of the five CH 

measurements specific to each sample (Figure 3b), and fresh weights were recorded for each 

subsample (n = 36) in grams. To prevent water loss and its effect on fresh volume, each 
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subsample was sealed in an airtight plastic bag and stored in a humidity-controlled refrigeration 

unit until volumetric processing was performed. 

 

Subsamples were individually immersed in a water displacement measurement chamber 

designed to estimate the volumetric contribution of all fresh plant material. Following 

immersion, the device was sealed and agitated for approximately two minutes to eliminate any 

air pockets that would otherwise falsely contribute to the volumetric measurements. Volume was 

recorded as the displacement of water in mm within a vertically-oriented, transparent PVC 

reducer following the addition of plant material (Figure 3c, 3d). Displacement was converted to 

volumetric terms using a simple calibration equation determined empirically and based on 

chamber design specifications (Figure 3e).  

 

To estimate volumetric measurement chamber precision, an independent sample was collected 

from treatment A-50 for evaluation (Figure 1). The sample was segmented according to the 

process described above. The top section (i.e., Tier 1) was immersed in the chamber and its 

volume recorded. Without removing the subsample but instead removing and preserving the 

original volume of water used to measure displacement, the process was repeated eight times to 

determine if air pockets or water losses greatly affected measurement variability. The test was 

repeated for the bottom section (Tier 4). These subsamples reflect the extremes of resource 

allocation wherein most flexible stems and green leaf material occur in Tier 1 while thick, woody 

stem material predominates Tier 4. Tiers 2 and 3 share qualities of both regions. We assumed 

issues with measurement precision (e.g., water losses or air pockets resulting in volume 

underestimation or overestimation, respectively) would most likely present at the extremes of 
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resource allocation (i.e., Tier 1 or Tier 4). Each iterative measurement was compared against the 

arithmetic mean of all nine measurements to compute root mean square error (RMSE) for both 

tiers, separately. Evaluation of the volumetric measurement chamber’s precision reported low 

variation between repeated measurements of the same subsample. Tier 1 reported an RMSE of 

2243.853 cm3 (7.44% of the average measurement for Tier 1) and Tier 4 reported an RMSE of 

309.751 cm3 (2.43% of the average measurement for Tier 4). Figure 11 depicts these error terms 

graphically. These findings support the use of the volumetric measurement chamber for 

estimating fresh plant volume. 

 

 

Figure 3. Harvesting one-square-meter of guayule (a); quartering the sample along its vertical axis (b); water is 

strategically removed and set aside to allow for the addition of plant material (c). Once added, the removed water is 

replaced and the displacement recorded (d); equation used to convert linear displacement to volumetric units (e). 
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Following data collection for volumetric measurements, subsamples were placed in an outdoor 

covered tent to air dry for approximately two weeks. The subsamples were milled and a small 

portion of the homogenous material was oven dried at 110°C for 24 hours to derive the 

percentage of residual moisture. Total dry weight was extrapolated using air dried weight and 

residual moisture by the following equation: 

 

 

 

Multispectral and RGB images were processed in Agisoft Metashape version 1.6. Images were 

assigned relative locations in 3-D space by EXIF metadata attached to each image. To derive the 

digital elevation model (DEM), NDVI orthomosiac, and RGB orthomosaic used in resource 

allocation model development, images were subjected to a series of processing stages (Figure 4). 

Only those processing parameters which preserved original image quality were selected for this 

research (i.e., images were not resampled to coarser resolutions to expedite processing). The 

added processing time enables the finest spatial resolution of resultant products. High-accuracy 

image alignment and those key and tie point limits recommended in the Agisoft User Manual 

were utilized (Agisoft Metashape User Manual - Professional Edition, Version 1.6, n.d.). 

Common points identified across proximally-related images were assigned Cartesian coordinates 

in 3-D space, referred to as a sparse point cloud. A dense point cloud was generated using the 

sparse point cloud framework to identify a high volume of points related to the sparsely 

distributed points previously identified. The dense point cloud was inspected visually to ensure 

the surface model would not be affected by an abundance of misplaced points. Dense point 
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clouds are used to generate both DEMs and VI orthomosaics. Interpolation was selected as the 

method for achieving a closed, continuous model (i.e., converting points to a gapless surface).  

 

 

Figure 4. Workflow in Agisoft Metashape used to process both RGB and multispectral images 

 

True-color composite imagery was collected using the optical sensor which is standard to the 

Phantom 4 UAS. Datasets ranged from 500 to 600 photos per mission using the flight parameters 

described in Figure 2. After processing in Metashape, RGB orthomosiacs and DEMs for across 

all survey dates were resampled to a common resolution of 2 cm/pixel. 
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Preliminary analysis suggested poor geolocation when relying on Phantom 4 EXIF metadata 

alone (Figure 5). Since georeferencing markers were deployed for the December 19, 2019 

sampling and aerial survey event, as well as for identification in subsequent aerial surveys, no 

missions prior to this date were included in radial error estimation. Vertical EXIF metadata was 

also inadequate for placing the resultant orthomosaics at an accurate ground elevation across all 

field campaigns, with two scenes differing by as much as 100 m. To correct this, we manually 

tied images to eight permanent, fixed features identified within the ROI on Google Earth (Figure 

1). Elevation at these eight positions was assigned from a UAS-derived DEM generated from a 

second, independent flight campaign conducted on December 19, 2019 (Table 1). While the 

global accuracy of this independent elevation data was not field-validated, its difference relative 

to the post-harvest (i.e., December 23, 2020) DEM with images tied to the same eight, fixed-

elevation positions formed the basis for calculating changes in CH. This independent dataset was 

not included in subsequent statistical analyses or resource allocation model development. All 

analysis-destined datasets were re-processed according to this georeferencing correction 

procedure. 

 

 
a b
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Figure 5. Radial error observed between a corrected, georeferenced orthomosaic (a) and an uncorrected orthomosaic 

using UAS-derived referencing (b) from imagery dated December 19, 2019. 

 

DEMs offer Z-axis information on surface height for each pixel in a raster dataset. However, a 

digital terrain model (DTM) describing the base elevation of the ground irrespective of any 

above-ground land features present (e.g., bare ground after vegetation removal) is required to 

produce a CH model (CHM). A DTM was not available for the ROI. Following the harvest, 

geolocation markers once resting on the top of the closed canopy at the four sample boundary 

corners fell to the ground level, directly below. The difference between pre-harvest (December 

19, 2019) and post-harvest (December 23, 2019) DEMs was used to calculate localized CH 

information for the nine sampling locations subjected to total above-ground harvest between the 

two aerial surveys.  

 

Multispectral flight campaigns yielded datasets of lower spatial resolution due to flight altitude 

and fixed-mount limitations. Multispectral images were visually inspected to remove blurred or 

superfluous coverage, resulting in a dataset of 15 images per survey for use in orthomosaic 

rendering. Multispectral data were processed using the same procedures for processing RGB 

data, except for those steps needed to produce elevation models. Although the images were 

collected at 100 m AGL, the datasets were of sufficient spatial resolution to identify the same 

permanent, fixed features used to manually georeference the RGB data. Images were aligned, 

converted to point clouds, and orthorectified into a georeferenced mosaic. The orthomosaics 

were each radiometrically corrected using two images from each campaign collected at the 

beginning and end of each flight to account for changes in ambient lighting (Figure 6). Images of 
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an Airinov calibration target were manually cropped to identify only those pixels of known 

reflectance. The resultant radiometrically corrected orthomosiacs were resampled to a common 

resolution of 10 cm/pixel and clipped to the same spatial extent as the RGB orthomosaics and 

elevation models.  

 

 

Figure 6. Radiometric calibration plate used to convert raw digital numbers (Panel a) to reflectance values (Panel b). 

 

Multiple linear regression was performed on the field data for December 19, the only day for 

which harvest data were available. Quantitative parameters evaluated for the models under 

consideration included mean pixel NDVI, mean pixel CH, and a term representing the interaction 

of NDVI and CH. Mean NDVI and mean CH were calculated from only those raster pixels 

occurring within the defined sample boundaries. Categorical variables representing each of the 

four sample tiers were also included to allow for subsample-specific model predictions. Six 

samples, inclusive of all four tiers, were used to calibrate the models (n = 24). The remaining 

three samples (each consisting of four subsamples; n = 12) were used to evaluate model 

performance. Response variables considered under this framework included fresh weight (FW), 

dry weight (DW), fresh volume (FV), fresh-weight-density (FWD), or dry-weight-density 

(DWD). Models which omitted terms (i.e., nested models) for mean CH, mean NDVI, or their 

a b
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interaction were evaluated against each other and the full model based the same response 

variable. The corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) for small sample sizes was used as 

the model selection framework, as described in Huang et al. (2014).  

 

Assumptions of homoscedasticity for ordinary least squares (OLS) regression were violated in 

full (i.e., non-nested) models across all response variables, verified by visual inspection of the 

standardized residual plots (Figure 7, a). The violation was addressed according to the model 

selection protocol for heteroscedastic data outlined in Zuur et al. (2009). Generalized least 

squares (GLS) regression models weighted by the different variance-covariance structures 

presented in Zuur et al. (2009) were ranked for models based on each response variable, 

separately (Figure 7, c). FW, DW, FV, and DWD models incorporating variance-covariance 

structures did not report improved outcomes (i.e., lower AICc) when compared to their 

corresponding full OLS model. The full model predicting FWD and incorporating a power 

variance-covariance structure based on the interaction between NDVI and CH terms reported a 

lower AICc and satisfactory standardized residuals when compared to its full OLS counterpart. A 

natural-log transformation on the response variables for FW, DW, and FV models improved 

heteroscedasticity in standardized residual plots; however, a reciprocal transformation of the 

response variable was required to improve heteroscedasticity for the DWD model (Figure 7, b). 

It should be noted that Zuur et al. (2009) stresses the importance of avoiding data 

transformations, if possible, to prevent unintentionally distorting scientifically-relevant 

phenomena contained in the original data.  
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With linear regression assumptions met, the resulting GLS models were subjected to backwards 

stepwise elimination to test all model terms for statistical significance (Figure 7, d). For natural-

log-transformed FW, DW, and FV models, only CH and tier terms reported significant p-values 

below a = 0.05. The reciprocal-transformed DWD model reported only tiers as significant at a = 

0.05, thus further consideration of its prediction performance was not pursued. The FWD model 

incorporating the power variance-covariance structure was the only model to report all terms as 

statistically significant at a = 0.05. Performance of best-fit FW, DW, FV, and FWD models were 

evaluated against each other by comparing the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) between 

field measurements and model predictions. 
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Figure 7. Standardized residual plots for the full OLS models, all of which exhibit varying degrees of 

heteroscedasticity (a); standardized residual plots following response variable transformation or weighting by 

variance-covariance structure (b) with GLS regression; example of an abbreviated R output comparing full models 

of the same response variable using different variance-covariance structures (c); example of model-ranking in R 

with AICc between full and nested models for candidates with the same response variable (d) 

 

The FWD model inclusive of a statistically-significant NDVI term was selected for evaluating 

model scaling to spaceborne data due to the relative abundance of satellite multispectral data and 

lack of available satellite surface model data at similar spatial resolutions. CH and interaction 

terms were first removed and the Zuur et al. (2009) protocol was reapplied to compare OLS and 

GLS models based on only NDVI and tier terms. Assumptions of homoscedasticity were 

satisfied under the OLS model (i.e., hereafter: FWDNDVI) by visual inspection of the standardized 

residuals. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the predictions made by full the FWD and 

the reduced FWDNDVI models was reported at 0.91 (t = 6.56, df = 9, p-value < 0.001).  

 

Sentinel-2 NDVI imagery were selected as the data source for scaling from UAS to satellite-

borne data. Data for the ROI were available beginning in December 2018 and were analyzed 

through May 2020, at which point all guayule in the ROI were harvested. Pixels classified as 

types other than non-vegetated (i.e., bare ground or soil) or vegetation in the Scene Classification 

Quality Indicator band were not included in zonal statistics. Further yet, any Sentinel-2 scenes 

with zonal statistics based on 25% or fewer pixels relative to the full pixel count for the 

examined ROI subsets (i.e., east and west fields of the irrigation study) as a result of the 

described landcover classification filter were not depicted in the time series. The result of this 

filtering approach is visualized graphically in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. An NDVI grayscale Sentinel-2 image dated December 26, 2018 outlines subsets of the east and west 

fields for illustration (a). The time series based on these regions includes only those images with ≥ 25% of pixels 

comprising each vector dataset (i.e., east and west field polygons) remaining after pixels with alternative 

classifications (e.g., cloudy pixels) were removed (b). Filtered (c) and unfiltered (d) time series data depicting mean 

pixel NDVI were extracted from Sentinel-2 ARD.  

  

The rectangular vector polygon overlaying the east field of the ROI (hereafter: ROIE), 

approximately 50m x 40 m, was used to delineate pixels spanning several irrigation treatments 

for comparison between the December 19, 2019 UAS NDVI raster and corresponding Sentinel-2 

data (Figure 9). The Sentinel-2 image both nearest in time to each UAS survey and free from 

cloud and aerosol effects was selected for use in this analysis. Differences in collection date 
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between UAS imagery and the corresponding Sentinel-2 overpass were never greater than the 

Sentinel-2 twin-sensor revisit time of 5 days.  

 

 

Figure 9. UAS NDVI rasters clipped to a 50 m x 40 m region within the eastern field of the irrigation study for the 

following dates: August 30, 2019 (a), October 5, 2019 (b), November 22, 2019 (c), December 19, 2019 (d), January 

28, 2020 (e) and February 25, 2020 (f). As the canopy recedes during the winter months, a greater percentage of soil 

directly below the treatments is distinguishable in high-resolution imagery (demonstrated here using a 0.15 NDVI 

threshold). The clipping region (ROIE) was applied to Sentinel-2 imagery for corresponding survey dates, however 

its 10m spatial resolution does not support equivalent soil pixel removal. This limitation is demonstrated for a 

Sentinel-2 NDVI raster dated February 24, 2020 (g), the cloud- and aerosol-free satellite overpass date nearest to the 

UAS survey date. 

 

For the December UAS and Sentinel-2 imagery, Sentinel-2 data were used to convert each 10 m 

x 10 m raster cell into a square polygon along Sentinel-2 pixel boundaries for a vector dataset 

consisting of 20 polygons in total (Figure 10, a; hereafter: ROIE-20). These 20 data points allowed 

e f 

a c b 

d g 
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for inspection of model performance at medium spatial resolutions (i.e., 10 m/pixel) in December 

alone, the month from which harvest data was used to build the model. For Sentinel-2 data from 

December 16, 2019—the overpass date closest to the December 19, 2019 UAS survey—

individual pixel values (i.e., 1 pixel/polygon) were substituted into the FWDNDVI model to 

generate FWD estimates. ROIE-20 was applied a second time to the December 19, 2019 UAS 

raster data to yield approximately 10,000 pixels at spatial resolution of 10 cm/pixel for each of 

the 20 polygons (Figure 10, b). All pixels within each polygon were arithmetically-averaged and 

substituted into the FWDNDVI model for comparison against Sentinel-2 data. ROIE-20 was applied 

a third time to the December 19, 2019 UAS raster with the added constraint of masking out any 

pixels identified as soil (Figure 10, c). NDVI pixels values approaching 0 typically correspond to 

soils, however a number of environmental factors (e.g., soil moisture content) can influence 

scene-by-scene differences in soil NDVI. Iterative attempts to converge on a soil masking 

threshold sensitive to soil conditions across all UAS survey dates resulted in a cut-off at NDVI 

values of approximately 0.15. Pixels at or below this threshold were excluded from zonal 

statistics to produce a third round of FWD predictions more closely aligned with the soilless data 

used to build the FWDNDVI model. MAPE, RMSE, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient were 

used to evaluate performance across Sentinel-2 data, soil-inclusive UAS data, and soil-exclusive 

UAS data. 
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Figure 10. ROIE-20 polygons used to sample regions throughout the east field for December across Sentinel-2 data 

(a), UAS soil-inclusive data (b), and UAS soil-exclusive data (c). 

 

For all other UAS surveys and corresponding Sentinel-2 data collected between August 2019 and 

February 2020, a single FWDNDVI model prediction was made for the entire ROIE (i.e., the 

original 50 m x 40 m region; Figure 9) to illustrate the influence of soil pixels on model 

predictions across time as soil visibility changes with phenology. FWD predictions made with 

Sentinel-2 data, soil-inclusive UAS data, and soil-exclusive UAS data were compared by MAPE 

and RMSE. 

 

3. Results 

Radial RMSE of RGB imagery collected using the Phantom 4 optical sensor ranged from 1.4-2.9 

cm for dates with available data when compared against the December 19, 2019 reference 

dataset (Tables 1, 2). Because of the coarser spatial resolution, radial error of multispectral 

imagery was higher, with a range of 10.1-21.4 cm for dates with available data.  

 

Vertical error assessment in the DEM was limited due to the availability of ground-truth data on 

December 19, 2019, the only date for which elevation AGL was measured at each of the 36 

harvest boundary markers (Figure 1). Since guayule crops are grown on the ridges of a ridge-
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and-furrow system and boundary markers were placed on the closed canopy (pre-harvest) 

directly above furrow regions, it was important to account for the influence of ridge height in 

defining canopy elevation AGL. To explore these effects, AGL was recorded to reflect CH both 

including and excluding the height contributed by the ridge. Contrary to our predictions, 

adjusting CH to remove ridge height contributions resulted in a more than two-fold increase in 

RMSEz (15.8 cm) when compared to unadjusted CH (RMSEz = 5.9 cm).   

 

Table 2. Radial and Vertical Error Estimation  

 12/19/19 
 

12/23/19 
 

01/28/20 
 

02/25/20 
 

Radial RGB  
RMSE (m) 0.029 0.022 0.014 * 
Radial Multi  
RMSE (m) 0.214 * 0.101 0.174 
Vertical RGB 

(Incl Furrow) 
RMSE (m) 0.059 * * * 
Vertical RGB 
(Excl Furrow) 

RMSE (m) 0.158 * * * 
     

Data were first visualized in a stacked bar plot to screen for outliers or trends in crop 

performance under varying irrigation treatments. Figure 11 graphically depicts a strong 

correlation between volume and either fresh weight (r = 0.99, t = 33.43, df = 34, p-value < 0.001) 

or dry weight (r = 0.98, t = 31.42, df = 34, p-value < 0.0001) for each tier. This relationship holds 

true for each subsample with the exception of Tier 1 from treatment E-75 (Figure 1) where 

volume appears overestimated, indicative of a possible outlier. For the FWD full model, Tier 1 of 

E-75 reported a percentage error of 57.49% between the in situ measurement and model output. 
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Figure 11. Individual-value stacked bar plots depicting the distribution of fresh weight (a), dry weight (a), and 

volume (b) along the quartered vertical profile of guayule. FW and DW arithmetic average of three samples and 

their standard deviation are illustrated for D-100. RMSE of volumetric measurements for tiers 1 and 4 are shown as 

error bars for A-50. 

 

Performance of FW, DW, FV, and FWD models were evaluated by comparing the magnitudes of 

MAPE across models. RMSE was also calculated for context, however these error terms only 

a

b
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permit direct comparison between models which share the same response variable units. FW, 

DW, and FV models (i.e., inclusive of mean CH and tier terms, only) reported MAPEs of 

21.66% (RMSE = 458.94 g), 23.32% (RMSE = 305.40 g), and 28.03% (RMSE = 15,128.42 cc), 

respectively. By comparison, the full FWD model (i.e., inclusive of power variance-covariance 

structure as well as mean NDVI, mean CH, interaction, and tier terms) reported a MAPE of 

13.25% (RMSE = 8.26 x 10-3 g/cc). MAPE for the full FWD model was further reduced to 

9.23% (RMSE = 6.23 x 10-3 g/cc) by excluding the questionable Tier 1 E-75 data point. Based on 

these results, the best-performing model (i.e., the model reporting the lowest MAPE) of those 

considered was the full FWD model, defined by the following equation: 

 

 

The reduced FWDNDVI model used in assessing model scaling potential was defined by the 

following equation: 

 

 

Using UAS-derived soil-exclusive (i.e., vegetation only) data as a reference, Sentinel-2 and 

UAS-derived soil-inclusive data were compared to illustrate FWDNDVI model performance for a 

medium resolution data source and across a range of environmental conditions (i.e., crop 

phenology as it relates to nadir soil visibility). Between soil-inclusive and soil-exclusive UAS 

data for December 19, 2019, MAPE was reported at 0.02% with an RMSE of 1.7 x 10-5 g/cc and 

a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.99 between the predictions. Due to the strong agreement 

between soil-inclusive and soil-exclusive model predictions for December 19, soil-inclusive 

predictions (i.e., soil removal is not necessary for December data) were compared against 
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Sentinel-2 data. MAPE was reported at 2.31% with a RMSE of 1.3 x 10-3 g/cc and a Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient of 0.70. In evaluating model scaling across all remaining UAS surveys, 

combined, we observed a MAPE of 2.15% and RMSE of 1.5 x 10-3 g/cc between FWDNDVI 

model predictions made with Sentinel-2 data versus soil-inclusive UAS data. A modest reduction 

in MAPE to 1.84% and RMSE to 1.2 x 10-3 g/cc was noted between predictions made with 

Sentinel-2 data versus soil-exclusive UAS data. Once again, very strong agreement between soil-

inclusive and soil-exclusive UAS predictions was reported with a MAPE of 0.32% and RMSE of 

3.5 x 10-4 g/cc. 

 

4. Discussion 

We set out to identify whether high-resolution, spectral and structural remote sensing data could 

be integrated into a guayule crop productivity model capable of estimating resource allocation at 

different elevations within the crop canopy and across variable growing conditions (e.g., 

seasonally). Multiple metrics of crop productivity were considered as response variables in 

model development; similarly, full and nested candidate models (i.e., different combinations of 

regressors) were compared to achieve a balance between model performance and parsimony. The 

research process revealed two particularly important data preparation and modeling 

considerations: 1) the link between spatial accuracy and error propagation in remote sensing data 

and 2) the value of scaling from UAS to satellite data for monitoring larger management areas, a 

current limitation with UAS technology. 

 

Reliable georeferencing is critical to ensuring only desired raster pixels are included in statistics 

calculated for harvested samples (i.e., radial error), and that surface model vertical error is 
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appropriately low for high-resolution interpretation. This study places a particular emphasis on 

radial accuracy relative to a reference dataset rather than absolute (i.e., global) radial accuracy, 

recognizing that radial consistency between missions and their resultant products is more 

essential to the research objectives than minimizing real-world geolocation inaccuracies. As 

expected, lower radial error was observed across all RGB orthomosaics when compared to 

multispectral orthomosaics, which is attributable at least in part to the differing spatial 

resolutions between these data types (i.e., 2 cm vs 10 cm). Although an RMSE of 21.4 cm 

observed for high-resolution multispectral data collected on December 19, 2019 deviates 

considerably from the performance of current real-time kinematic (RTK; GPS corrections are 

sent from a base station to the receiver in real-time) and post-processed kinematic (PPK; same 

equipment as RTK, but corrections are stored for later processing) technology (Padró et al., 

2019), these inaccuracies do not directly affect the quality of the models presented. Data built 

into the models were manually extracted with vector polygons hand-drawn to isolate pixels 

occurring within harvest boundary markers for each treatment. Additionally, DEMs and 

multispectral orthomosaics were produced at such high resolutions that efforts to scale to larger 

sampling regions following the initial model selection necessarily reduce the influence of radial 

error on the arithmetic average due to the aggregation of thousands or millions of pixels. While 

radial accuracy plays important roles in time series analyses and other research which prioritizes 

spatial accuracy, local radial accuracy at the observed magnitude is of lesser importance to this 

particular research.  

 

High vertical accuracy, however, is critical to identifying subtle height differences between 

treatments or samples. A RMSEz of 15.8 cm (Table 2) for the “ridge-less” CH estimation 
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aggregated across an entire square meter of plant material could, for example, misrepresent plant 

volume by thousands of cubic centimeters. Despite our efforts to minimize the contribution of 

ridge height to canopy elevation AGL, including the ridge reduced vertical error (RMSE = 5.9 

cm) from the adjusted, ridge-less height. We attribute this observation in part to harvest 

boundary markers falling (post-harvest) to ridge slope locations rather than the lowest point of 

furrow depressions where measurements occurred. Variable marker placement would inflate 

RMSE if some markers rest flatly in the furrow depression while others rest at locations along 

the ridge slope which are inconsistent within and across samples. Further, it is possible plant 

debris (e.g., stems and leaves) prevented markers from establishing direct contact with lowest 

point between ridges where measurements were taken. The added “correction” measurements 

also serve as opportunities for propagating additional error due to the nature of correcting one 

visual observation with another of the same accuracy and precision.  

 

We recommend exploring current advances in GPS and optical sensor resolution, coupled with 

best practices in mission design, for minimizing geospatial errors and time spent preprocessing 

poorly georeferenced data. Our geolocation errors are consistent with those observed in Padró et 

al. (2019) for GCP-corrected data, however we recommend a RTK or PPK-enabled UAS to 

minimize spatial error. Properly characterizing the geospatial accuracy of these aircraft systems 

and the level of allowable uncertainty from the outset enables optimized survey design and 

execution while also streamlining data processing workflows (Curran and Atkinson, 2002). 

 

Drip treatments were evaluated by sampling a square meter of plant material from nine locations. 

Using the common sampling practice of placing a quadrat within a treatment and removing all 
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plants occurring within its perimeter fails to address the variation in crop spacing which 

manifests as inconsistent numbers of individual plants between samples. Still further the issue of 

external, adjacent plants influencing within-quadrat crops under closed canopy conditions 

warrants some consideration under the sampling protocols employed here.  

 

These challenges form the basis for supporting a productivity metric, and ultimately a model, 

based on density, which renders the sampling footprint irrelevant. When the productivity metric 

no longer depends on sampling consistency, we begin to see the advantage in using density to 

draw conclusions about crop performance. Plant material density is expected to vary according to 

phenology, maturity, and location within the vertical profile of the plant, all of which have the 

capacity to influence the ratio of bark-to-wood and other resource allocation metrics as well as 

permitting comparisons across time for supporting management decisions (Curtis, 1947; Dierig 

et al., 1989). 

 

AICc rewards model parsimony and adds a penalty for increasing the number of model 

parameters (Cavanaugh, 1997). Additional research is needed to better understand the inferior 

performance of a DWD model incorporating both VI and CH parameters, as indicated by its 

AICc for full and reduced models. Similarly, FW, DW, and FV model selection favored models 

without NDVI or interaction terms, suggesting CH may more strongly influence these 

productivity metrics. However, alternative selections for VI, approaches to minimizing vertical 

error in SfM surface models, and their combined effects on model performance should be 

evaluated in future work.  
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UAS-derived soil-inclusive and soil-exclusive predictions made by the FWDNDVI model reported 

little disagreement for the December survey. The findings were confirmed by a low MAPE and 

strong Pearson’s correlation coefficient between these predictions. This occurs because fewer 

pixels are excluded from zonal statistics under closed canopy conditions. Reduced model 

prediction agreement between UAS and Sentinel-2 data for the same time period likely results 

from differences in sensor performance, as indicated by an increased MAPE and reduced 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient.  

 

The strong agreement between UAS-derived soil-inclusive and soil-exclusive model predictions 

degraded only slightly across the full range of UAS surveys. When comparing Sentinel-2 data 

against UAS soil-inclusive and soil-exclusive predictions, separately, removing soil pixels 

resulted in a modest improvement in agreement between satellite and UAS estimates. This 

observation was unexpected considering our inability to remove soil pixels from Sentinel-2 data, 

which would suggest soil-inclusive and Sentinel-2 data would elicit a stronger agreement. This 

observation further suggests incongruities between UAS and Sentinel-2 sensors impact model 

predictions more strongly than soil visibility under the conditions examined.  

 

While mean Sentinel-2 NDVI was higher than mean UAS NDVI (soil-inclusive or soil-

exclusive) for all surveys, further research is needed to characterize the performance of UAS and 

satellite sensors for the purposes of data harmonization. The systematic overestimation of NDVI 

with Sentinel-2 when compared to either UAS datasets suggests broader differences in design 

and performance between the sensors; however, Franzini et al., 2019 observed the opposite 

phenomenon, where UAS NDVI data collected with a Parrot Sequoia multispectral sensor were 
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consistently higher than Sentinel-2 NDVI for the same region. These disparate outcomes warrant 

further investigation.  

 

Masking the UAS data to remove pixels below a threshold of 0.15 NDVI exhibited the effect of 

raising NDVI in winter months when compared to unmasked (i.e., soil-inclusive) data. This is 

expected due to the increasing influence of soil pixels on mean NDVI as the canopies recede 

during periods of dormancy. Setting a higher or lower threshold would affect the performance of 

the model, however we used a threshold of 0.15 to illustrate the potential challenges for 

developing models desensitized to variable soil visibility. Higher thresholds could be selected to 

better separate between treatments and adjacent ridges (i.e., soil between treatments) in 

productive months at the expense of potentially removing dormant guayule pixels exhibiting 

lower NDVI in winter months. Future work should include the establishment of a dynamic 

masking threshold which reflects changes in canopy cover across the growing season.  

 
5. Conclusion 

The research presented supports the hypothesis that UAS-derived VI and SfM products can be 

integrated to model resource allocation in guayule, particularly FWD distribution along the 

crop’s vertical profile. Given the derived relationship between biomass or volume and density, 

and prior research demonstrating the relationships between rubber content and biomass or 

morphological traits, future work should investigate the relationship between plant material 

density versus morphology (i.e., material type as leaves, stems, etc.) and density as it directly 

relates to rubber content. Efforts to scale UAS-derived estimates for FWD to medium resolution 
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satellite imagery suggested strong potential for successful outcomes, however efforts to achieve 

sensor harmonization could improve estimates still further.  
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APPENDIX B – Data and Figures in Support of the Manuscript 
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Appendix 1: Raw Imagery Collected via UAS 

A. Example of Overlapping RGB Data Used in SfM 
(Collected on September 23, 2019 at 25m elevation) 
 
DJI_0253.jpg 

  
 
DJI_0254.jpg 
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DJI_0255.jpg 

 
 
DJI_0256.jpg 
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B. Example of Sequoia Data Used for VI Mapping  
(Collected on November 22, 2019 at 100m elevation) 
 
Green band 
IMG_200225_171148_0097_GRE.TIF 

 
 
Red band 
IMG_200225_171148_0097_RED.TIF 
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Red Edge band 
IMG_200225_171148_0097_REG.TIF 

 
 
NIR band 
IMG_200225_171148_0097_NIR.TIF 
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Appendix 2: Value-added UAS Products Used in Analyses 

A. August 30, 2019 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix) 
N/A 

 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 
N/A 

 
 
NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
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B. September 23, 2019 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix)

 
 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 

 
 
 
NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
N/A 
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C. October 25, 2019 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix) 

 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 
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NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
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D. November 22, 2019 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix) 
 

 
 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 
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NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
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E. December 19, 2019 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix) 
 

 
 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 
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NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
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F. December 19, 2019 (Reference Dataset) 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix) 
 

 
 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 

 
 
 
NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
N/A 
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G. December 23, 2019 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix)

 
 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 

 
 
 
NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
N/A 
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H. January 28, 2020 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix) 

 
 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 
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NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
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I. February 25, 2020 

RGB Orthomosiac (2cm/pix) 
N/A 

 
 
Digital Elevation Model (2cm/pix) 
N/A 

 
 
NDVI Orthomosaic (10cm/pix) 
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Appendix 3: Field Data 

A. Drying Process Data 
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B. Measurement Precision Using the Volumetric Chamber 
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C. Field Reference, Fresh Weight and Volume Data 
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Appendix 4: Spatial Error Analyses  

A. August 30, 2019 
 
N/A - Verification markers not deployed 
 
 

B. September 23, 2019 
 
N/A - Verification markers not deployed 
 
 

C. October 25, 2019 
 
N/A - Verification markers not deployed 
 
 
D. November 22, 2019 
 
N/A - Verification markers not deployed 
 
 

E. December 19, 2019 
 
RGB Ortho/DEM - Pre-correction Radial RMSE 

 
 
 
RGB Ortho/DEM - Post -correction Radial RMSE 
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NDVI - Post -correction Radial RMSE 

 
 
 
Elevation - Post-correction Vertical RMSE 
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F. December 19, 2019 (Reference) 
 
Reference Projected Coordinates* (UTM 12N):  

 
*used for all radial error analyses 
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G. December 23, 2019 
 
RGB Ortho/DEM - Pre -correction Radial RMSE 

 
 
 
RGB Ortho/DEM - Post -correction Radial RMSE 

 
 
 
NDVI - Post-correction Radial RMSE 
 
N/A – NDVI data not collected 

 

 

H. January 28, 2020 
 
RGB Ortho/DEM - Pre -correction Radial RMSE 

 
 
 
RGB Ortho/DEM - Post -correction Radial RMSE 
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NDVI - Post -correction Radial RMSE 

 
 
 

I. February 25, 2020 
 
RGB Ortho/DEM - Pre -correction Radial RMSE 
 

N/A – RGB data not collected 

 
 
RGB Ortho/DEM - Post -correction Radial RMSE  

 

N/A – RGB data not collected 

 
 
NDVI - Post-correction Radial RMSE 
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Appendix 5: Model Development 

A. Projected Coordinates (UTM) for Remote Sensing Data Extraction 
DEM (12/23/20; marker centers) and NDVI (12/19/20; 0.75m x 0.75m inset to avoid marker pixels) 

 
 

B. Field and Remote Sensing Data Used to Build the Model 
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Appendix 6: Sentinel-2 Data  

A. All Granules Downloaded 

Date Link Level 
12/16/18 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('322eaa48-

d9b7-4ac2-89e5-02f5132652df')/$value 

2A 

12/21/18 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('76c15809-

ef6f-4b41-bbab-eef26df99bf3')/$value 

2A 

12/26/18 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('6d011879-

df5f-47a1-a243-265b7c1ef4de')/$value 

2A 

12/31/18 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('a07ab25b-

b096-4546-b778-ca3255bf11e0')/$value 

2A 

1/5/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('6523caa8-

6085-4746-9571-529b356b7326')/$value 

2A 

1/10/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('b3b1c445-

ba87-4bca-9c12-95e28d0d667a')/$value 

2A 

1/15/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('ff415b23-

6d35-4ad8-8cbe-04c2b71ae469')/$value 

2A 

1/20/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('2424a5bb-

c010-4591-aac2-678f7c9bb3b9')/$value 

2A 

1/25/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('9e1a1616-

4d58-415f-8290-84b5dfcf5690')/$value 

2A 

1/30/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('da354dd0-

eca4-49cd-a5ed-39cb2d2a6700')/$value 

2A 

2/4/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('46676310-

f72e-467b-9fb3-8c445e3fd826')/$value 

2A 

2/9/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('65c13531-

168b-4f50-8635-99c4265820c5')/$value 

2A 

2/14/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('1a21b5a3-

8d12-4fd2-932a-9a502161e322')/$value 

2A 

2/19/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('2323293f-

001a-40c4-99c0-d4cdea3e1c02')/$value 

2A 

2/24/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('17ddee7d-

690b-4c52-9ee6-d67817994a83')/$value 

2A 

3/1/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('c92f8fa1-

c229-43e5-afe6-90a5851f412b')/$value 

2A 

3/6/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('4b48e8c6-

19fb-4b23-86de-9d5ab0f7d077')/$value 

2A 
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3/11/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('b0fdb23f-

0854-4bc3-907e-7a60922a7cc9')/$value 

2A 

3/16/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('2955b879-

234f-4dcf-8ff2-7142ef7723b2')/$value 

2A 

3/21/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('1e624ece-

fc63-4ef4-8f2f-fc8510f6f02c')/$value 

2A 

3/26/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e3e25be9-

cef8-400f-8e84-7160bec50a47')/$value 

2A 

3/31/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('584a7c77-

1168-4c76-9246-5d3cff2b690f')/$value 

2A 

4/5/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('7c6fb3ae-

8b38-4e8e-8e6b-a0cbdb442a98')/$value 

2A 

4/10/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('d33a2a05-

aac1-45b3-a27c-1a62539d7b74')/$value 

2A 

4/15/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('2914cbc8-

8b84-4df6-bc7a-3dcff047369f')/$value 

2A 

4/20/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('6d407dd3-

5cc4-4852-b831-9996ca93f438')/$value 

2A 

4/25/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('12a78e3d-

18e1-411c-92ef-a5120cd47672')/$value 

2A 

4/30/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('f4d7bc0d-

8e7d-4ba9-a562-bf60bf3e4fdf')/$value 

2A 

5/5/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('a12ebffe-

e5e5-4ac0-b2ba-2a832c2adb10')/$value 

2A 

5/10/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('eee305fe-

6fbc-4452-b5ee-cdba7d3c29ac')/$value 

2A 

5/15/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('bfc60f81-

c8b7-424c-b0e8-b98a2cd1fea4')/$value 

2A 

5/20/19 UNAVAILABLE 2A 

5/25/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('060afc51-

317c-46dc-b139-62bace6467ca')/$value 

2A 

5/30/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e2fda66f-

14bf-4907-8e4a-eed61b35d16d')/$value 

2A 

6/4/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('0cef0523-

83da-4258-b799-905f7ab8fa4d')/$value 

2A 

6/9/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('7ff28768-

75c7-43bb-b434-f33795bf1b26')/$value 

2A 

6/14/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('0f021a94-

40ce-4c1b-a511-0c10c4eecb40')/$value 

2A 

6/19/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('a524aa8a-

eb93-4216-a8a5-4812abb14a0f')/$value 

2A 
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6/24/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('681136f3-

2c33-49ae-bfce-49991e17782e')/$value 

2A 

6/29/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('9bf4b9b9-

c533-4815-bd58-544edf5a8c69')/$value 

2A 

7/4/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('5d419d32-

152e-45b5-a0ba-ce4be502d208')/$value 

2A 

7/9/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('532e4d3a-

e077-42a8-b104-b588c4b32ce1')/$value 

2A 

7/14/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('542235a4-

fc3f-432b-9fb5-ab3b04df841b')/$value 

2A 

7/19/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('884dabf7-

3630-492e-84fc-9704c043b497')/$value 

2A 

7/24/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('7953f184-

5d2f-488e-afe1-516f0295d7d9')/$value 

2A 

7/29/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e9668179-

167f-4d23-a1b9-fd6b5b71f62e')/$value 

2A 

8/3/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('46b86601-

08e0-4a31-8336-60efec6017fe')/$value 

2A 

8/8/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('7bffda81-

89e0-42d9-8bf5-200f582911f4')/$value 

2A 

8/13/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('d1b0d34e-

aa19-4a72-9b3d-1e558710fef9')/$value 

2A 

8/18/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('02076c74-

9e6a-4c04-a555-9653f27be4b3')/$value 

2A 

8/23/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('2fb80852-

9699-4b3c-904b-b121081cfbe8')/$value 

2A 

8/28/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('21215373-

5389-42e3-aad1-050ccb12160a')/$value 

2A 

9/2/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('1d88395e-

b821-412d-bcfb-f4bda2025e1c')/$value 

2A 

9/7/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('a738474c-

df84-4935-97e2-67f408d4ade0')/$value 

2A 

9/12/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e2717656-

551b-4675-866f-481654f38fa5')/$value 

2A 

9/17/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('429a937f-

bfed-403e-aa1b-5f777d697d79')/$value 

2A 

9/22/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('9c47d53d-

0a92-4c28-a506-314dde7f56f6')/$value 

2A 

9/27/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('41403aa8-

2486-46f5-a3a8-905ccafbdaf8')/$value 

2A 

10/2/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('d9bfe66f-

094f-45b3-845c-91a2d51a33d3')/$value 

2A 
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10/7/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('4e89a11d-

a0c8-4fb7-9e5d-77c0a9edf282')/$value 

2A 

10/12/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('aad56b90-

7d86-4f7f-b3e3-602f0bb83b8d')/$value 

2A 

10/17/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('3fb0f53a-

15c8-4748-aa5a-8851ec65bb5b')/$value 

2A 

10/22/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('409929e4-

6331-4640-b959-a7d5eaee21b1')/$value 

2A 

10/27/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('5e659db3-

3750-4201-8442-3db6018a38cb')/$value 

2A 

11/1/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e97f1a8e-

93ce-496e-a849-7b7101849e7a')/$value 

2A 

11/6/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('3ca1816a-

378b-4fd2-86ff-5d40de566ccc')/$value 

2A 

11/11/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('8e1205cb-

0577-48ee-86fd-86371503d919')/$value 

2A 

11/16/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('2c3a3ea5-

3657-4061-b898-06a9836d965f')/$value 

2A 

11/21/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('6f742399-

42fa-4675-b513-b66a4c73747e')/$value 

2A 

11/26/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e1a64681-

f936-43e9-93e7-76ec3881c001')/$value 

2A 

12/1/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('5a277e86-

c20c-45c2-b081-dac6ccf5e9fd')/$value 

2A 

12/6/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('df147845-

c074-472a-afd0-0eb8aff6df9c')/$value 

2A 

12/11/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('9ca2e4c1-

f8bb-4faf-8a69-05ebd7f44172')/$value 

2A 

12/16/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e2144900-

d591-4f9b-bd32-5a3a666bdfab')/$value 

2A 

12/21/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e0214170-

2d53-448e-b58a-10df54ebdd1d')/$value 

2A 

12/26/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('f44d7b1b-

3c49-42c9-8062-db9936e981b1')/$value 

2A 

12/31/19 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('f44782ff-

306e-40de-b3ad-71be9fb496d2')/$value 

2A 

1/5/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('d7c521b6-

0801-459c-be3c-54d3c56d438d')/$value 

2A 

1/10/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e3ade413-

4787-43a8-ac5c-77138ecb8309')/$value 

2A 

1/15/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('67c85562-

c11d-41f3-82ab-b9b9368aa617')/$value 

2A 
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1/20/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('67ec8c10-

ccac-450f-9e63-e10191f3f283')/$value 

2A 

1/25/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('9fcc5d90-

1cda-439b-88fb-0ef3bdf41f59')/$value 

2A 

1/30/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('37014364-

2a94-431c-ba7d-3e7769d5ef9c')/$value 

2A 

2/4/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('416a0551-

7a7f-4856-b258-73c4f79fa1d5')/$value 

2A 

2/9/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('530c390a-

8815-45f1-9187-78e8b1f276f5')/$value 

2A 

2/14/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('3f955895-

222d-4bae-b236-cd7829867a51')/$value 

2A 

2/19/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('67a9338b-

f035-458b-93c1-ca8ce4a5dc9e')/$value 

2A 

2/24/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('f51f17ef-

abbf-49fb-81ae-333e97fe414c')/$value 

2A 

2/29/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('ff651bb7-

8e3a-4fc5-ac32-b0557bff6057')/$value 

2A 

3/5/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('63957775-

dce7-4f7a-896a-01b4f6eb2360')/$value 

2A 

3/10/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('fee013d3-

5ebe-4ef6-9b85-8a970163c063')/$value 

2A 

3/15/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('f6c6a2b9-

89a3-4948-8310-74af0cffeda8')/$value 

2A 

3/20/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('3aeef2af-

ed64-45a6-ac43-36de2c254445')/$value 

2A 

3/25/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('63611698-

1658-4958-a3a0-ac36a1788260')/$value 

2A 

3/30/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('70c90688-

c7f4-4bac-8238-42550f555818')/$value 

2A 

4/4/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('00db0a86-

ee65-4668-b200-16eabbb06874')/$value 

2A 

4/9/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('77ff1223-

22e6-4b2e-994d-0520d1988f01')/$value 

2A 

4/14/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('f94101dd-

1fb9-4638-bdd6-02518c455874')/$value 

2A 

4/19/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('9f7ff78d-

72ad-4ed0-9fea-88c96941c385')/$value 

2A 

4/24/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('fb911ddf-

ebb1-4394-a5e6-5d9b2505fc8c')/$value 

2A 

4/29/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('fa054eef-

afa3-4321-a398-4a8da81dde0c')/$value 

2A 
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5/4/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('358a8468-

c668-425b-b624-1217398f4b45')/$value 

2A 

5/9/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('0b3c4f13-

a642-4dc6-8cf4-a48bb39dc918')/$value 

2A 

5/14/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('e7d6b748-

fa40-4c5a-b074-07b9e80b96d3')/$value 

2A 

5/19/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('978c786c-

b038-4a70-8476-0121ed38b983')/$value 

2A 

5/24/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('f6d5e8cd-

ba06-40e4-a125-4132d10d0633')/$value 

2A 

5/29/20 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/odata/v1/Products('2ef56725-

6113-4adf-9bfb-9ff943585c30')/$value 

2A 

[_______] Yellow cells pass filter process as “quality data” (i.e. not discarded)  

[_______] Green cells are both “quality” and used in comparing to UAS data  

 
 
B. Vector Geometry for East and West Field Statistics 
 

 
 
 

C. Abbreviated Python Script for Filtering Granules  
 
        #Storing VI and QI data in separate arrays for each field 
        NDVI_band_W = image_crop_W[0,:,:] 
        SCL_band_W = image_crop_W[1,:,:] 
        NDVI_band_E = image_crop_E[0,:,:] 
        SCL_band_E = image_crop_E[1,:,:] 
         
        #Setting the mask threshold (both fields) 
        shape_count_W = np.prod(NDVI_band_W.shape) 
        MaskSCL_W = (SCL_band_W > 3) & (SCL_band_W < 6) 
        mask_count_W = np.count_nonzero(MaskSCL_W) 
        print("Quality pixels for averaging - W Field:", mask_count_W) 
        print("Total shapefile pixels - W Field:", shape_count_W) 
        shape_count_E = np.prod(NDVI_band_E.shape) 
        MaskSCL_E = (SCL_band_E > 3) & (SCL_band_E < 6) 
        mask_count_E = np.count_nonzero(MaskSCL_E) 
        print("Quality pixels for averaging - E Field:", mask_count_E) 
        print("Total shapefile pixels - E Field:", shape_count_E) 
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        #print(0.75*shape_count_E) 
             
        #Stats 
         
        #W field stats 
        if mask_count_W > 0.25*shape_count_W: 
            NDVI_avg_W = np.mean(NDVI_band_W[ MaskSCL_W == True ]) 
            NDVI_stdev_W = np.std(NDVI_band_W[ MaskSCL_W == True ]) 
            #print("SCL Masked NDVI - W: avg=",NDVI_avg_W,", stdev=",NDVI_stdev_W) 
            stats_W = [NDVI_avg_W, NDVI_stdev_W, mask_count_W] 
        else: 
            #print("W Field has compromised pixels") 
            stats_W = ["", "", mask_count_W] 
        #E field stats 
        if mask_count_E > 0.25*shape_count_E: 
            NDVI_avg_E = np.mean(NDVI_band_E[ MaskSCL_E ==True ]) 
            NDVI_stdev_E = np.std(NDVI_band_E[ MaskSCL_E ==True ]) 
            #print("SCL Masked NDVI - E: avg=",NDVI_avg_E,", stdev=",NDVI_stdev_E) 
            stats_E = [NDVI_avg_E, NDVI_stdev_E, mask_count_E] 
        else: 
            #print("E Field has compromised pixels") 
            stats_E = ["", "", mask_count_E] 
 
 

D. Geometry Extraction and Classification Masking: Effects on Data Retention 
 
Cells with “0” in the Count column indicate data that failed to meet minimum 25% pixel count threshold 
and Soil/Vegetation classification requirements for retention; discarded data were removed from 
consideration in time series (Manuscript Figure 8) as well as model scaling efforts. 
 

 Date Sensor West_Avg West_SD West_Count East_Avg East_SD East_Count 
1 20181216 S2A   0   0 

2 20181221 S2B   0   0 

3 20181226 S2A 0.748694 0.021351 30 0.768346 0.012977 30 

4 20181231 S2B   0   0 

5 20190105 S2A   0   2 

6 20190110 S2B   0   0 

7 20190115 S2A   0   0 

8 20190120 S2B 0.55255 0.088804 14 0.555187 0.088225 22 

9 20190125 S2A 0.533264 0.022231 26 0.528037 0.02312 30 

10 20190130 S2B 0.34148 0.066544 26 0.326997 0.029405 30 

11 20190204 S2A   0   0 

12 20190209 S2B   0   0 
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13 20190214 S2A   0   0 

14 20190219 S2B 0.44859 0.018294 30 0.441742 0.022987 30 

15 20190224 S2A   0   0 

16 20190301 S2B 0.306911 0.065435 30 0.292765 0.075069 30 

17 20190306 S2A 0.342042 0.01293 22 0.33048 0.009169 10 

18 20190311 S2B 0.386281 0.028587 26   2 

19 20190316 S2A 0.399481 0.016751 30 0.392026 0.01344 30 

20 20190321 S2B   0   0 

21 20190326 S2A   0   0 

22 20190331 S2B 0.505343 0.01593 30 0.488833 0.014075 30 

23 20190405 S2A   0   0 

24 20190410 S2B 0.617099 0.028953 30 0.620767 0.030253 30 

25 20190415 S2A   0   0 

26 20190420 S2B 0.651368 0.031516 30 0.682067 0.017214 30 

27 20190425 S2A 0.638189 0.026092 30 0.658077 0.018517 30 

28 20190430 S2B 0.640225 0.028222 30 0.665963 0.019511 30 

29 20190505 S2A   0   0 

30 20190510 S2B   0   0 

31 20190515 S2A 0.58666 0.041063 30 0.623261 0.021827 30 

32 20190525 S2A 0.618076 0.035636 30 0.643885 0.013396 30 

33 20190530 S2B 0.599839 0.033485 30 0.636032 0.011671 30 

34 20190604 S2A 0.599439 0.056382 30 0.645834 0.022194 30 

35 20190609 S2B 0.587664 0.056451 30 0.646684 0.017208 30 

36 20190614 S2A 0.600826 0.065516 30 0.653501 0.024818 30 

37 20190619 S2B 0.582814 0.077932 30 0.642132 0.024589 30 

38 20190624 S2A 0.575791 0.090414 30 0.649973 0.026215 30 

39 20190629 S2B 0.565297 0.072649 30 0.626193 0.020911 30 

40 20190704 S2A 0.574437 0.088221 30 0.651159 0.020178 30 

41 20190709 S2B 0.563235 0.093393 30 0.639823 0.024109 30 

42 20190714 S2A 0.617383 0.03802 30 0.640427 0.015471 30 

43 20190719 S2B   0   0 

44 20190724 S2A 0.643256 0.050222 30 0.672493 0.01448 30 

45 20190729 S2B 0.625742 0.061348 30 0.652521 0.019487 30 

46 20190803 S2A   0   0 

47 20190808 S2B 0.599842 0.084966 30 0.651543 0.02628 30 

48 20190813 S2A 0.668312 0.082075 30 0.725373 0.026482 30 

49 20190818 S2B   0   0 

50 20190823 S2A 0.6476 0.075019 30 0.687097 0.030936 30 

51 20190828 S2B 0.634812 0.075214 30 0.696903 0.022589 30 

52 20190902 S2A 0.672985 0.05885 30 0.702887 0.026216 30 

53 20190907 S2B   0   0 
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54 20190912 S2A 0.716387 0.051491 30 0.75707 0.020842 30 

55 20190917 S2B 0.746215 0.036923 30 0.77047 0.014894 30 

56 20190922 S2A 0.727592 0.044322 30 0.755679 0.021863 30 

57 20190927 S2B 0.639938 0.053079 30 0.678267 0.02331 30 

58 20191002 S2A 0.673128 0.068497 30 0.729064 0.029921 30 

59 20191007 S2B 0.733861 0.042533 30 0.758769 0.021695 30 

60 20191012 S2A 0.719016 0.039414 30 0.733521 0.021987 30 

61 20191017 S2B 0.693354 0.048171 30 0.720621 0.018368 30 

62 20191022 S2A 0.68544 0.04461 30 0.712847 0.021469 30 

63 20191027 S2B 0.646282 0.049042 30 0.655954 0.049648 30 

64 20191101 S2A 0.505903 0.026327 30 0.50877 0.025206 30 

65 20191106 S2B 0.481303 0.099686 30 0.466286 0.087749 30 

66 20191111 S2A 0.543481 0.015889 30 0.525984 0.016665 30 

67 20191116 S2B   6 0.397344 0.023242 14 

68 20191121 S2A   0   0 

69 20191126 S2B 0.609538 0.026255 30 0.596359 0.023744 26 

70 20191201 S2A 0.585708 0.011509 30 0.567128 0.01472 30 

71 20191206 S2B   0   0 

72 20191211 S2A   0   0 

73 20191216 S2B 0.58098 0.017076 26 0.5695 0.01464 22 

74 20191221 S2A   6 0.555214 0.021952 18 

75 20191226 S2B   0   0 

76 20191231 S2A   0   0 

77 20200105 S2B 0.534085 0.017793 12 0.527247 0.018436 14 

78 20200110 S2A 0.510449 0.023132 14 0.49769 0.016489 14 

79 20200115 S2B 0.419463 0.020834 14 0.419804 0.015001 14 

80 20200120 S2A   0   0 

81 20200125 S2B 0.459666 0.028451 14 0.449798 0.016205 14 

82 20200130 S2A   0   0 

83 20200204 S2B 0.434347 0.024479 14 0.423761 0.020758 26 

84 20200209 S2A   0 0.276712 0.03494 10 

85 20200219 S2A   0   0 

86 20200224 S2B 0.361147 0.020073 30 0.347693 0.016908 30 

87 20200229 S2A 0.332798 0.021201 30 0.323709 0.01661 30 

88 20200305 S2B 0.285313 0.016395 30 0.279469 0.013451 30 

89 20200310 S2A   0   0 

90 20200315 S2B 0.389587 0.024233 30 0.375783 0.016895 18 

91 20200320 S2A 0.405667 0.022265 30 0.390803 0.015555 30 

92 20200325 S2B   0   0 

93 20200330 S2A 0.438185 0.023312 30 0.403039 0.0172 30 

94 20200404 S2B 0.439642 0.028156 30 0.416753 0.015673 30 
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95 20200409 S2A 0.459295 0.02788 30 0.441952 0.019542 30 

96 20200414 S2B 0.449591 0.027311 30 0.439041 0.019098 30 

97 20200419 S2A 0.366293 0.028503 30 0.367517 0.021113 30 

98 20200424 S2B 0.407199 0.045086 30 0.429977 0.028558 30 

99 20200429 S2A 0.385576 0.052904 30 0.415906 0.039513 30 

100 20200504 S2B 0.386994 0.063073 30 0.442307 0.036888 30 

101 20200509 S2A 0.408788 0.032918 30 0.384974 0.036739 30 

102 20200514 S2B   0   0 

103 20200519 S2A 0.573471 0.017944 30 0.562303 0.021159 30 

104 20200524 S2B 0.186554 0.013362 30 0.188432 0.005033 30 

105 20200529 S2A 0.187519 0.005529 30 0.18554 0.005168 30 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


